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About This Game

Are you a rookie? Or a professional? Whatever! With this poker game you can compete against a powerful A.I. based on neural
networks - or other poker players in the online community!

In No Limit, Pot Limit, Split Limit poker and various game modes such as single-player, tournament, network game and
internet game you can train and improve your poker skills - or just play for fun.

Even people who have never played a round of Texas Hold'em Poker are quickly and easily introduced into the rules and can
immediately start exciting poker tournaments!

Features:

Single-player: different degrees of difficulty

Tournament: up to 160 players

Heads-Up-Tournament: up to 128 players

Powerful A.I. based on neural networks

All limit types: No limit, pot limit and split limit
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Environment configurable: 10 different tables and environments available

Chips and card design configurable: Dollar or Euro chips or Euro coins

Realistic full 3D-animated graphics, voice output and sound effects

Multi-player modes: LAN mode and Internet mode

Online statistics and rankings

Tutorial and detailed game help

Beginner mode with tips
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Title: Trendpoker 3D: Texas Hold'em Poker
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports, Strategy
Developer:
BufoProject
Publisher:
BufoProject
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB / OpenGL 1.2

DirectX: Version 5.2

Storage: 300 MB available space

English,German
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trendpoker 3d texas hold'em poker download. trendpoker 3d texas hold'em poker. trendpoker 3d texas hold'em poker
vollversion

Very easy and repetetive quiz game. Great version of the board game, just needs more expansions. Easy to use editor to make
your own maps.. Poor game with horrible physics. Tried it for 5 minutes and asking for a refund. Cloudlands is far superior..
that was, quite possibly, the worse game i've ever played.. I liked the part where you add numbers.

lol, Steam only allows reviews if you've played more than five minutes ��. Was cool for 5 minutes. Got old fast.. I have very few
time play on my steam account (have a compatibility issue with current GPU) However, I have massive amounts of hours
invested in this on consoles as one of my favorite games of all time. The only true tribute to metal you will find in video game
format, it is bold, hilarious and...
"What is that sound? It's a devil screaming! An angel singing! It's the pounding of creation's hammer upon the anvil of time!...
IT'S \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING AWESOME!" :). Really cool jumpscares and a lovely scary enviroment, i "enjoyed"
playing this scary horror game, thanks for making it!
I had a hard time figuring out where to go and how to continue on, maybe you could make the puzzles a little more easy. :)

I've made a gameplay review of the game, it would make me really happy if you checked it out!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=qbzAB9yKG9I

Have a awesome day!. 2 new factions with "Power" and "Population" limiting factors from the base game and the first
expansion - not as much twist as Hordes brought, but factions' roosters, actually, thoughtfully-designed (though I got some early
concernes about marines: their "shields" allows Marines units to regenerate part of their HP anywhere on the map; that would
create too much possibility for clicking-heroes and their harassements. I hope, it's well-balanced feature, not just "cool")..

Strangely, AI is not adapted to face new units, so, for example, they would stay in a pool of post-death acid left by xenodog unit
and just die (at insane difficulty too). Oh, and there are Titans!

No bugs, working automatch queue and bunch of open lobbies, as well as clothed ones from the discord server; voiced and
expanding the game in a good, but a bit linear, way. I guess, it means the game is good.
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got it for the nostalgia, i remember messing around in this game as a 8 year old kid XD. I got stuck within like 30min in this
game (didn't now how to progress). Feels and looks increadible though!. Not only does this game feel unpolished, but it also
feels incompleted. Bad Bots feels like the developers who created this game didn't even finish the game as a whole. I want to
like this game so badly, based on it feeling like a old school game but this game just screams incomplete. The action isnt nearly
as fun either.. Good game. Ends at level 66 but you won't know that because it doesn't tell you.
The kinda game you play when you're pretending to take notes in class.
For its price, worth it.. Same mission all over the game keep repeating.. Honestly, I expect more from this game.
I beated the game within 5-6 hours.
I skipped most of the CG, because I'm not really a fan of H.
But i guess I need to support this kind of game, so I shouldn't give a bad rating.
Nice storyline though, although I wish it could be a little bit longer.
I completed the game without looking for any information.
There is a level up shop to make your life easier.
. Good game but it needs a sandbox mode where you can just go ape♥♥♥♥♥♥and destroy everything in your path with what
ever you want.. A very short obstacle course game.

It's so short in fact, I think it's an ideal demo game to show guests if you wanted to give them something passive with a little
more movement. Also, Nacho Cheese flavor only. Doesn't look like I can have Cooler Ranch, which is the superior flavor.
Perhaps as a future update?

The shooting part in the trailer only comprises of like 20% of the game, and this is a short game. Figures that's why it's $3 at the
time of this review.

I recommend the 5-10 minutes of gameplay this provides if you have no other obstacle course game.. This isn't just another
"Breakout" clone. Shatter takes everything cool about Breakout, and expands upon it 10 FOLD! The tight and varied game play,
pumping techno soundtrack, and amazing twisting background imagery lets you know the creators really meant for you to have a
good time! Give this one a go!
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